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Objectives

● Derive magnetic anomaly model in relation to the 
distance from a spreading ridge axis

● Plot observed data and find a best fit model for 
magnetic anomalies at the Pacific Antarctic Rise and 
Mid Atlantic Ridge
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Assumptions

● Constant spreading rate (m/my)
● Symmetry spreading about the spreading axis
● Constant ocean depth
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Magnetics Methodology
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● Varies from ~30,000nT at equator to ~60,000nT at the poles
● Typical magnetic anomalies vary by ~300nT
● Large difference in intensity allows for some simplification as ΔB



Magnetic Anomaly Model Derivation 
 



Note:

 



Magnetics Derivation 
 



Scalar Potential and Magnetization 
 



• Magnetic source does not vary with the y direction (parallel to the 
ridge so we can cancel this term:

• So this simplifies down to:

 



Basic Double Fourier Transform:
 



 



Cauchy Residue Theorem 
 



Cauchy Residue Theorem (cont’d)
 



Calculate Magnetic Anomaly: 
 



Matlab Code - initial constants
%  halfrate in m/my; dt is in my, L =v*dt is in 
meters, z = 3000 m

   v = 50000.;

   dt = 20;

   L = v*dt;

   z = 3000.;

   theta = 0.* pi / 180.;
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   theta = 0.* pi / 180.;

   nx = 2048;

   dx = L/(nx-1);

   nx2 = nx/2;

C=1;

mu_o= (4*pi)*10^(-7); 



Matlab Code
%reflect the magnetic timescale about the 
spreading ridge axis

[ndat,mdat]=size(t);

   mt =-fliplr(t(2:ndat)')';

   mp = fliplr(p(2:ndat)')';

   time=[mt;t];

   polarity=[mp;p];
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% subset of timescale for near ridge magnetics

   [ndat,mdat] = size(time)

nmid = ndat/2;

ntime=2048;

   ntime2=ntime/2;

   stime = time((nmid-ntime2+1):(nmid+ntime2),1);

   spolr = 
polarity((nmid-ntime2+1):(nmid+ntime2),1);

  



Matlab Code
%create model anomalies

%Fourier transform of geomagnetic timescale p(k)

fourier_p=fftshift(fft(spolr));

%calculate Fourier transform of magnetic anomalies

A=abs(k).*exp(abs(k).*z*-2*pi).*exp(sign(k).*1i*theta).*fourier_p*(C*mu_o*2*pi);

%overlay observed and model

AA=fftshift(ifft(fftshift(A)));

plot(sdist_PAR,smagobsPAR,stime,AA);
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Magnetic Timescale
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Observed Anomalies - near 
spreading ridge
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Model Fitting - Pacific Antarctic Rise

Skewness = 5 degrees

Ocean Depth = 3000 m

Spreading rate = 47,000 m/my

Constant = 2.75*10^12
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Model Fitting - Mid Atlantic Ridge

Skewness = 40 degrees

Ocean Depth = 3000 m

Spreading rate = 22,000 m/my

Constant = 2.5*10^12
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Conclusion
Problems fitting the data:

It was difficult finding an optimal combination of spreading rate and skewness that best fit the 
anomalies.

The possibility that different combinations of variables result in a model that fits the data well 
creates a non-unique solution.

Possibly a better model would involve changing these parameters with time. 

Spreading rate range estimates and skewness:

PAR: 45,000-47,000 m/my, 5-10 degrees

MAR:   22,500-23,500 m/my, 30-40 degrees
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